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1Start with a new empty project and begin by setting the stage size to something more 
suitable for print. To do this, click on Size and enter some new dimensions. In pixels, the 

maximum value is 2,880 per side. In centimetres it can be much bigger – try 100x100cm. 

2  The easiest way to get around the 
publishing limitation on scripted 

output is to print it. Test your empty movie 
by hitting Ctrl+Enter (Control>TestMovie) 
and you’ll see a blank area fill your 
screen. Right-click on a blank area and 
then select Print. 

SOFTWARE: FLASH

CREATE IMPORTABLE GRAPHICS 

Flash isn’t just for web blinkies and animations – it’s 
great for print and graphics, too, says Richard Wentk
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USE FLASH 
FOR PRINT

Loving Flash for what it 
can do online isn’t hard. 

But it’s less well known for 
being a potentially killer 
application for print and 
graphic design, too. If you’re  
a regular Illustrator user, you 
may well have wondered if 
there’s any way to set your 
design to automate, so you  
can place a random spread  
of elements on a page, arrange 
them in a line or create curves 
and fills automatically. 

Illustrator includes Visual 
Basic and JavaScript, which 
can do these things, but 
they’re not the simplest of 
environments to work in,  
and they’re not designed for 
people who think in graphical 
terms. Flash, on the other 
hand, offers ActionScript, 
which, as you may already 
know, has a much closer and 
more obvious connection  
with graphic design. 

But there’s a problem. The 
image publishing features in 
Flash are designed for the 
web, not for print. Worse still, 
if you write a script and then 
try to publish the image it 

creates, you’ll probably get 
nothing. Keyframed effects 
can be exported with no 
problems, but scripted effects 
are harder to handle. 

So here I’ll show you how 
to get around those limitations 
and create importable graphics 
files with a script. I’ll also 
include some examples of the 
kinds of design effects this 
sort of scripting can create.

DOWNLOAD

TIME NEEDED

30 minutes

INFO

When not writing 
about Macs and PCs, 
or creating club 
visuals, Richard 
Wentk runs a design 

and media consultancy from a 
top-secret location in deepest 
Wiltshire. Contact him by emailing 
richard@skydancer.com.
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3 Printing to paper would be useless, of course, 
but printing to a file would be a good thing. 

Mac users have an easy time here, because OS X 
includes a Save PDF as PostScript option. Select 
this for output, specify a file name and you can 
load the resulting .ps file straight into Illustrator.

mailto:richard@skydancer.com
ftp://ftp.futurenet.com/pub/arts/zinio/art127_best.zip
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10 This is the result – the output captured to a file and then opened in 
Photoshop. Note the scaling factor – the ‘paper’ size here is A0, and  

at 300dpi the design measures about 40cm square. You can, of course, 
capture multiple designs as an animation evolves.   

9 I’ve used these changes in the Message 
demo, which is scaled to 100x100cm. 

Load the demo – you may find you need to use 
a different font – and run it using Ctrl+Enter. 
Right-click in the animation window to stop 
the movement and save it to a file using the 
steps mentioned above.6 Now you’re ready to unleash the power of 

Flash on to static printable designs. There 
are a huge variety of animation demos online, 
but here just use a couple of simple modified 
examples from the Flash Math Creativity site 
(www.friendsofed.com/fmc/downloads).

7 Load arrow.fla from this issue’s CD and run the movie using Ctrl+Enter. You’ll see 
randomly placed arrows appear in the Movie window. You could create a similar effect by 

copying, pasting, scaling and rotating by hand, but it would take a long time. With Flash you can 
do it all automatically.

5 The answer is to use an alternative print-
to-file driver, such as Zan Image Printer 

or ePrint. To set the ‘paper’ size, select your 
driver and then go to Preferences>Layout>
Advanced and choose a paper size from the 
pull-down menu. You can set sizes up to A0. 

8 Here I’ve modified the original source  
to make it independent of stage size. If 

you find absolute x and y dimensions and 
(optionally) scaling factors, replace them with 
references to stage.width and stage.height. 
For example, stage.width/2 will always give 
you the centre y co-ordinate of the scene. 

4 There’s a similar option available if you have Acrobat installed and are working on a PC. 
However, because of a bug in Windows XP, you’ll be okay with anything up to A4, but you 

won’t be able to get larger image sizes from a PDF file. So something else is needed.

ANCIENT HISTORY

We’ve used Flash 5 
compatible code for 
maximum backward 
compatibility, so you 
should be able to try 
these examples using 
almost any version of 
Flash. Because of 
changes in ActionScript, 
you may find the 
animations don’t work 
in later environments, 
in which case you’ll 
need to set the Publish 
options to a Flash 5 or 6 
environment instead.

PRINTING 
WITHOUT PAIN

On the PC, print-to-file 
drivers make it 
possible to print to 
TIFFs and other raster-
based file formats. 
Unfortunately, there’s 
no easy way to print to 
a vector-based AI file 
that can be loaded 
directly into Illustrator. 
PDF comes closest, but 
can be hit and miss. 


